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Research and Publication: 

Getting Started 

Jae Park 
HKAECT 2014 AGM, 22 February 2014 



The 3M of academic CV 

 Teaching 

 Research  

 Community projection (‘Knowledge 

Exchange or Transfer’) 



Research output 

 Patterns 

 Competitive grants 

 Research ‘deliverables’: machines, art 

work, and publications 

 



 Randy Schekman, Nobel Medicine 2013 



• “I am a scientist. Mine is a professional world that 
achieves great things for humanity. But it is 
disfigured by inappropriate incentives […] We all 
know what distorting incentives have done to 
finance and banking. The incentives my colleagues 
face are not huge bonuses, but the professional 
rewards that accompany publication in 
prestigious journals – chiefly Nature, Cell and 
Science.” (Randy Schekman. The Guardian, Monday 
9 December 2013) 

• http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/dec/09/how-journals-nature-science-cell-damage-science  
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 Adler, N. J., & Harzing, A.-W. (2009). When 

Knowledge Wins: Transcending the Sense 

and Nonsense of Academic 

Rankings. The Academy of Management 

Learning and Education (AMLE), 8(1), 72-95. 



research – publication correlation 

 Out of 1 research, how many do I publish?   

 1 

 0.5 

 2 or more 

 Gap between research and publication 

 



This presentation… 

my experience in publications: 

◦ dilemma of theory versus practice  

◦ where do I start? 

◦ how do I spot and take up research problems 

◦ writing design and plan 

◦ ‘negotiation’ with publishers 

◦ rejection-resubmission 

 



dilemma of theory versus practice 

 The Myth of framework (Popper) 

 A “corroboration” of existing knowledge 

is not progress 

 Science advances by falsifying the existing 

knowledge 

 So… there are two main ways to address 

a theory: to embrace or to criticize 



where do I start? 

• daily life: hundred of problems 

• ‘field’ or ‘area’ of study: hundred of interesting 

problems 

• So, how do I take up a research problem? 

 



Example of topic identification 

 Macro Micro 

Adapted class note from  Sadovnik, A. R. (2011). Sociology of education : a critical reader (2nd ed.). New York: Routledge. 



Sociology of education 

 Macro Micro 

Societal (structure) Institutional Interactional (process) Intra psychic 

Adapted class note from  Sadovnik, A. R. (2011). Sociology of education : a critical reader (2nd ed.). New York: Routledge. 



Sociology of education 

 Macro Micro 

Societal (structure) Institutional Interactional (process) Intra psychic 

polity 

economy 

social strata (class) 

development 

geography 

gender 

race 

ethnic group 

Adapted class note from  Sadovnik, A. R. (2011). Sociology of education : a critical reader (2nd ed.). New York: Routledge. 



Sociology of education 

 Macro Micro 

Societal (structure) Institutional Interactional (process) Intra psychic 

polity family 

economy state 

social strata (class) school 

development media 

geography religious 

gender business 

race 

ethnic group 

Adapted class note from  Sadovnik, A. R. (2011). Sociology of education : a critical reader (2nd ed.). New York: Routledge. 



Sociology of education 

 Macro Micro 

Societal (structure) Institutional Interactional (process) Intra psychic 

polity family 

economy state interpersonal rituals 

social strata (class) school pedagogical rituals 

development media teacher-student roles 

geography religious 

gender business 

race 

ethnic group 

Adapted class note from  Sadovnik, A. R. (2011). Sociology of education : a critical reader (2nd ed.). New York: Routledge. 



Sociology of education 

 Macro Micro 

Societal (structure) Institutional Interactional (process) Intra psychic 

cognitive   

polity family * thinking 

economy state interpersonal rituals * reading 

social strata (class) school pedagogical rituals * explicit curriculum 

development media teacher-student roles 

geography religious  

gender business  

race 

ethnic group 

Adapted class note from  Sadovnik, A. R. (2011). Sociology of education : a critical reader (2nd ed.). New York: Routledge. 



Sociology of education 

 Macro Micro 

Societal (structure) Institutional Interactional (process) Intra psychic 

cognitive   

polity family * thinking 

economy state interpersonal rituals * reading 

social strata (class) school pedagogical rituals * explicit curriculum 

development media teacher-student roles non-cognitive 

geography religious * values 

gender business * ideologies 

race * hidden curriculum 

ethnic group 

Adapted class note from  Sadovnik, A. R. (2011). Sociology of education : a critical reader (2nd ed.). New York: Routledge. 



Philosophy 
Sociology  

19 



Philosophy Sociology  
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Philosophy 

Sociology  

Philosophy 
of Science  
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Example 

• Park, Jae (2013). Cultural artifact, ideology 

export or soft power? Confucius Institute in 

Peru. International Studies in Sociology of Education, 

23(1), 1-16.  

• DOI: 10.1080/09620214.2013.770205 

 



 



Why this topic? 

• Peru 

• 90 000 - 100 000 Chinese coolies to Peru 

• Sino-Latin American relation 

• Education 

• Sociology 

• Political theories 



Unwritten assets of research 

 Friendship 

 Team project 

 Finding problems by chance 

 ‘Special Issues’ 



writing design and plan 

 Shortlist target journals (no random 

shooting) 

 Select one target only  

 ‘A’ or ‘A+’ journals; when I get a Nobel 

prize, I will consider “Open Journals” and 

emerging B & C journals 

 In my case: Theoretical discussion is an 

important part 

 

 

 



 



By ‘frameworks’ 

 



Details in red 

 



‘negotiation’ with publishers 

 Avoid annoying editors, even if they are 

wrong 

 Comply their demands as much as 

possible 

 Be aware of “known editors” 

 Get jobs done punctually without special 

arrangement request by installments 



rejection-resubmission 

• 2 Types of rejections : polite and impolite 

• All feedbacks are useful 

• Every resubmission- the chance gets higher to 

have it published 

• Never leave a rejected work in the drawer—it 

will go all the way to the coffin 



Thank you ! 
 

jpark@ied.edu.hk 


